In this paper, Schauder fixed point theorem, Gelfand-Shilov principles combined with semigroup theory are used to prove the existence of mild and strong solutions for nonlinear fractional integrodifferential equations of Sobolev type with nonlocal conditions in Banach spaces. To illustrate our abstract results, an example is given.
Introduction
We are concerned with the nonlocal nonlinear fractional problem also, the (Riemann-Liouville) fractional derivative of the function f of order  < α <  as Deng [] indicated that using the nonlocal condition u() + h(u) = u  to describe, for instance, the diffusion phenomenon of a small amount of gas in a transparent tube can give a better result than using the usual local Cauchy problem u() = u  . Let us observe also that since Deng's papers, the function h is considered
where c k , k = , , . . . , p are given constants and  ≤ t  < · · · < t p ≤ a. However, among the previous research on nonlocal Cauchy problems, few authors have been concerned with mild solutions of fractional semilinear differential equations [] .
Recently, many authors have extended this work to various kinds of nonlinear evolution equations [, , , , , ]. Balachandran and Uchiyama [] proved the existence of mild and strong solutions of a nonlinear integrodifferential equation of Sobolev type with nonlocal condition.
In this paper, motivated by [, , , ], we use Schauder fixed point theorem and the semigroup theory to investigate the existence and uniqueness of mild and strong solutions for nonlinear fractional integrodifferential equations of Sobolev type with nonlocal conditions in Banach spaces, the solutions were obtained by using Gelfand-Shilov approach in fractional calculus and are given in terms of some probability density functions such that their Laplace transforms are indicated [] .
Our paper is organized as follows. Section  is devoted to the review of some essential results. In Section , we state and prove our main results; the last section deals with giving an example to illustrate the abstract results.
Preliminary results
In this section, we mention some results obtained by Balachandran 
The above fact and the closed graph theorem imply the boundedness of the linear operator
h for every h ∈ X and all t ∈ (, a], see [] . http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2012/1/78
It is supposed that
(H  ) f and g are continuous in t on I, respectively, and there exist constants
Definition . By a strong solution of the nonlocal Cauchy problem (.), (.), we mean a function u with values in X such that Remark . Let us take in the considered problem B is the identity, the inhomogeneous part is equal to an abstract continuous function f (t), and the nonlocal condition is reduced to the initial condition
According to El-Borai [-], we first apply the fractional integral on both sides of (.) and then using (.), we apply the Laplace transform on the new integral equations by considering a suitable one-sided stable probability density whose Laplace transform is given. Hence we can conclude that a solution of the problem (.)-(.) can be formally represented by
where ζ α is a probability density function defined on (, ∞) such that its Laplace transform is given by 
where (α) is the Gamma function. According to [-], the equation (.) is equivalent to the integral equation
It is assumed that there exists an operator ψ on D(ψ) = X given by the formula
Further we assume
where t  ∈ (, a], t  ∈ I, h ∈ X and K  is a positive constant, i = , . . . , r. (H  ) The functions B  (t)h, . . . , B r (t)h are uniformly Hölder continuous in t ∈ I for every element h in i S i .
Suppose that {Q(t)} is a C  -semigroup of operators on X such that
where δ is a positive constant and C ≥ . Noting that
which achieves that ψ exists on X.
Main results
The following is different from [, , ] and represents the new result.
Lemma . If u is a continuous solution of (.), then u satisfies the integral equation
Proof Using (.) and (.), we get
Hence the required result.
Definition . A continuous solution of the integral equation (.) is called a mild solution of the nonlocal problem (.), (.) on I.

Theorem . If the assumptions (H  )∼(H  ) hold and W(t) = u(t), then the problem (.), (.) has a mild solution on I.
Proof Let Z = C(I, X) and Z  = {u ∈ Z : u(t) ∈ τ , t ∈ I}. It is easy to see that Z  is a bounded closed convex subset of Z. We define a mapping ϕ : Noting also that
We deduce that ϕ is continuous and maps Z  into itself. Moreover, ϕ maps Z  into a precompact subset of Z  . Note that the set Z  (t) = {(ϕu)(t) : u ∈ Z  } is precompact in X, for every fixed t ∈ I. We shall show that ϕ(Z  ) = S = {ϕu : u ∈ Z  } is an equicontinuous family of functions. For  < s < t, we have (ϕu)(t) -(ϕu)(s)
The right-hand side of the above inequality is independent of u ∈ Z  and tends to zero as s → t as a consequence of the continuity of (t) and (t) in the uniform operator topology for t > . It is clear that S is bounded in Z. Thus by Arzela-Ascoli's theorem, S is precompact. Hence by the Schauder fixed point theorem, ϕ has a fixed point in Z  and any fixed point of ϕ is a mild solution of (.), (.) on I such that u(t) ∈ X for all t ∈ I. 
Theorem . Assume that (i) Conditions (H  )∼(H  ) hold, (ii) Y is a reflexive Banach space with norm
· , (iii) there are numbers L  , L  >  and p, q ∈ (, ] such that f (t  , W ) -f t  , W * ≤ L  |t  -t  | p + r i= w i -w * i , g(s  , η, W ) -g(s  , η, W ) ≤ L  |s  -s  | q for all t  , t  ∈ I, (s  , η), (s  , η) ∈ and all W , W * ∈ τ ,
Then the problem (.), (.) has a unique strong solution on I.
Proof Applying Theorem ., the problem (.), (.) has a mild solution u ∈ C(I, τ ). Now, we shall show that u is a unique strong solution of the considered problem on I. According to (H  ), r i= |w i -w * i | is uniformly Hölder continuous in t ∈ I for every element u in i S i combined with (iii), which implies that t → f (t, W (t)) and t → t  g(t, s, W (s)) ds are uniformly Hölder continuous on I. Set
From (.), the solution u of the considered problem can be written in the form
Noting that and ψ are bounded, using our assumptions, we observe that there exists a unique function V ∈ C(I, X) which satisfies the equation
Also as in [, p.], we deduce that
for all t ∈ I and ψu  ∈ D(E). It follows that u(t) ∈ D(E) for all t ∈ I.
Example
Consider the nonlinear integro-partial differential equation of fractional order
with nonlocal condition
and is an open subset of R n . Let L  (R n ) be the set of all square integrable functions on R n .
We denote by C m (R n ) the set of all continuous real-valued functions defined on R n which have continuous partial derivatives of order less than or equal to m. It is supposed that (i) The operator E = -|q|=m e q (x)D q x is uniformly elliptic on R n . In other words, all the coefficients e q , |q| = m are continuous and bounded on R n , and there is a positive number c such that
for all x ∈ R n and all ξ = , ξ ∈ R n , where e q = a q b
(ii) All the coefficients e q , |q| = m, satisfy a uniform Hölder condition on R n . Under these conditions, the operator E with the domain of definition
, and it is well known that
Lemma . The solution representation of (.), (.) can be written explicitly.
Proof Let {E q (x) : |q| ≤ m} be a family of deterministic square matrices of order k and let
has roots which satisfy the inequality Re λ < -δ, δ >  for all x ∈ R n and for any real vector
If is a matrix of order m × n, then we introduce | | = i,j |b ij |. It is well known that there exists a fundamental matrix solution Z(x, y, t) which satisfies the system
This fundamental matrix also satisfies the inequality
where |q| ≤ m, ρ  = - 
It can be proved that for all t, s ∈ I, (t, η), (s, η) ∈ , W , W * ∈ τ and all x ∈ R n . Then applying Theorem ., we deduce that (.), (.) has a unique strong solution.
Conclusion
In this article, a new solution representation for Sobolev type fractional evolution equation has been proved using Deng's nonlocal condition, a suitable explicit form of the semigroup has been discussed. Moreover, the existence result of mild solutions for nonlinear fractional integrodifferential equations of Sobolev type with nonlocal conditions in Banach spaces has been established by using Arzela-Ascoli's theorem and Schauder fixed point theorem. Further, the uniformly Hölder continuous condition has been applied for the existence of strong solution. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2012/1/78
